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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a model was designed and simulated to effectively detect, prevent, share 
threat information and log new threats information for investigation beyond users’ 
networks. This is with a view to addressing threat database growth which degrades users’ 
networks performance as a result of constant threat update, and lack of expertise to 
mitigate emerging threats. The model was designed using Mobile Agent (MA), Artificial 
Neural Network (ANN) and brute force techniques. The simulation of the designed model 
was carried out in MATLAB 7.0 using NSL-KDD dataset. The performance of the proposed 
model was evaluated by comparing it with equivalent model when designed as Remote 
Model Invocation (RMI) based. The metrics used for the evaluation are: response time, 
bandwidth and fault tolerance. Simulation results showed that the proposed MA model 
performed better than the RMI model equivalent in all the performance metrics used 
during simulation. The result showed that the proposed MA model produced encouraging 
results and a great potentiality to enhance cyberspace protection and users’ networks 
performance. 
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Introduction

� e increasing usage of Internet for almost every aspect of lives has greatly increased the Internet users’ risk 
as a result of emerging threats and attacks to critical information infrastructure and computer networks 
which have grown in dimensionality and sophistication (Wamala, 2011). � is is because the emerging 
cyber threats are complex, sophisticated and detrimental to global cybersecurity and socio-economic 
survivability of any nation (Wamala, 2011). However, there have been research e� orts to salvage the 
situation, among technologies produced as a result of research e� orts in this line are conventional 
technologies like encryption system, � rewall, antivirus, antispyware, intrusion detection system and 
intrusion prevention system. (Govindarajan and Chandraseckaran, 2010; 2011; Nabil et al., 2012; 
Ogundoyin et al., 2013). Most research e� orts in area of threats management have been focused on 
improving threats detection accuracy, reducing false alarm rate, integration of the available threat defense 
technologies and novel threats information sharing using di� erent techniques. 
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(Adnan and Michael, 2014; Mafra et al., 2014; Bul’ajoul et al., 2015; Gisung et al., 2014; Jamal and Samuel, 
2016; Bin and Jingbo, 2014; Kumar et al., 2015). Unfortunately, few contributions have been made to 
address inadequacies of the conventional technologies and e� ect of integration and threats information 
sharing in term of their dependency upon � nite system resources to run ever growing threat signature 
database on the users’ networks. � is growth occurs as a result of new threats signatures which are shared 
and added to existing threat database each time there is occurrence of new threats in the cyberspace. � is 
could decrease network and system performance as growing threat signature database consume more host-
based storage, memory and processing cycles. Also, most organisations; government, private and individual 
computer networks today do not have the complete in-house expertise and requirements to address the 
current emerging threats. � is is because these requirements are either expensive or not available in the right 
proportion, hence the reason why so many of these attacks succeed. For instance, some organisations and 
individual may not a� ord expensive and licenced conventional network protection software to protect their 
computer networks. � ey resort to unlicensed software which cannot protect their information or network 
infrastructure. 

To address these challenges, a model which can guard, maintain and detect attacks on users’ networks 
beyond their capability is therefore proposed. � e model which is cloud based will shift threat detection 
computation to the cloud instead of depending  upon � nite system resources like processors, memory, 
storage and bandwidth of the users’ networks to run the ever growing threat signature database. � e proposed 
model will eliminate the time needed to create and distribute threats signatures each time new threats are 
detected. � e proposed model has its theoretic framework rooted in intrusion detection (IDS) and cloud 
technology (Gul and Hussain. 2011). 

Literature Review 

� ere are quite a good number of works regarding the state- of- the- art network security and cyberspace 
protection.

Feng et al., 2014 proposed a multi-sensor data fusion using evidence theory and Fusion Rule for hierarchical 
quantitative assessment on all host on the network and produce the system situation awareness and threat 
level of each host.

Rizvi et al., 2016 advocated a research work on intrusion detection for hybrid intrusion detection and 
prevention system using Stateful packet for NIDS and Fuzzy-logic for HIDS. � ey used Stateful for misuse 
attack on NIDS and Fuzzy-logic for Anomalous attack on HIDS. � e result obtained in the work showed 
reduction in resource consumption through the splitting of data tra�  c by the multithread and have the 
strength of detecting only known attacks.

Dixit (2013) proposed a semi-supervised machine learning intrusion detection system using Density Based 
Spatial Clustering for Application with Noise (DBSCAN). � e model was aimed at detecting attacks in 
cyberspace by grouping network instances having similar properties together as cluster and classi� cation 
was done on the clusters using the label data. � e result showed that the density based algorithm used was 
unable to detect some unknown attacks which mean that there is high false alarm rate due to its inability to 
detect varied instances.
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Tavallaee et al., 2009 in their paper titled “A Detail Analysis of the KDD Cup 99 Dataset” addressed 
the problem which a� ects performance evaluation of system and which results in poor evaluation of IDS 
through the use of KDD Cup 99 dataset. � e authors conducted statistical analysis on the KDD Cup 99 
dataset to � nd the de� ciency in term of redundant data record. Based on the de� ciency of the KDD 99 
dataset, new NSL-KDD dataset was proposed. � is new dataset addressed issues of inaccuracy, unreliability 
and redundancy which a� ect experimental result in KDD 99 dataset. 

Ogundoyin et al., 2013 designed improved an intrusion detection system (IDS) for cyberspace threats 
management in order to overcome challenges of detection accuracy, reliability and novelty detection 
capability in IDS. An ensemble of arti� cial neural network (ANN) using bagging algorithm technique 
was proposed. � e proposed ensemble model was simulated using MATLAB 7.0. � e evaluation of the 
proposed model was carried out using NSL-KDD intrusion detection dataset by comparing its performance 
with a base classi� er made up of single ANN using metrics like: precision, recall and false alarm rate. � e 
ensemble based model had better performance than the base classi� ers.

In the same vein, Fannv et al., 2017 explored Stochastic Petri net Model and Markov game theory in 
evaluating the security situation of a smart home environment under two attack scenarios. Adenusi et al., 
2017 developed a model using arti� cial neural network (ANN) and Rule Base Reasoning (RBR) techniques 
to model situation of cyber environment. � e model has three components; perception, comprehension and 
projection.

Pawar et la., 2014 proposed an advanced intrusion detection technique with prevention capability for 
detecting attacks in cyberspace. In the model, signature and rule based mining for signature based and 
anomaly-based IDS respectively were used to develop the model. � e threat or attack result was passed to 
the prevention section of the model which can either generate alert, block the packet from entry. � e model 
was able to detect more attacks but fails to detect unknown or novel attacks.

Gupta and Kulariya (2016) proposed a framework for Fast and E�  cient Cyber Security Intrusion Detection 
model], where classi� cation was performed on label data using ensemble algorithms consisting of � ve 
di� erent classi� cation machine learning algorithms namely Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine, 
Naïve Bayes Gradient Boosted Decision tree and Random forest. In testing the model, it showed that 
Random forest performed higher than the other algorithms and it also revealed that the models were only 
able to detect known attacks. 

� e above reviewed works contributed to area of network protection mostly from angle of threat dection 
accuracy , the current work did not only advanced frontier of knowledge in this direction but also ensure 
improved users’ network performance in the solution proposed by ensuring users’ network resources are not 
over stressed in the course of network protection.

Methodology

� e methodology of this research includes various methods proposed to achieve the goal of the paper. � e 
methods consist of: data collection and description, model formulation, simulation and evaluation of the 
proposed model performance. 
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Figure 1 is the architecture of the proposed threat management and users’ network performance improvement 
model (T-MUNPI). � e T-MUNPI has two components: � e user networks (UNG) and the cloud Server 
(CSAE). � e UNG is a secured independent server which is integrated into the users’ networks using the 
proposed framework based on the requirements to protect their networks.  � e main function of the UNG 
to � lter all incoming packets for threats, if the packets are clean, they will be allowed into the network 
otherwise the UNG will quickly query the CSAE to investigate the suspected malicious packet.  � e UNG 
which is anomaly based Intrusion Detection System (IDS) in nature was designed and implemented using 
brute force algorithm. With this design, UNG is capable of detecting normal packets pattern only, any 
pattern deviating from known normal packet patterns are rejected and forwarded to CSAE for investigation. 
Communication between UNG and CSAE takes place via secured virtual private network (VPN) in an 
encrypted form so that hackers do not have access to the exchanged packets.

� e CSAE is made up of Cloud Guard module (CG) which has the same design and implementation as 
UNG and � reats Analysis Engine (TAE) module. � e TAE was designed as a signature based IDS using 
ensemble of ANN. TAE is at the server side and if designed as signature based IDS, it will enable it to 
classify known threats and easily identify new threats which will be investigated and added to the threat 
database as they occur. Other components of T-MUNPI include; � reat Information Disseminator and 
Updater (TIDU) and � reats Signature Database (TSD).� e di� erent components of the T-MUNPI were 
simulated in MATLAB 7.0 using NSL-KDD Dataset as evaluation data. � e performance of the proposed 
model was carried out using two approaches: Remote Method Invocation (RMI) and Mobile Agent (MA). 
� e performances of the two approaches were compared using response time of T-MUNPI to detect threats, 
fault tolerant of the system and Bandwidth consumption metrics. � e prototype implementation of the 
model was carried out using C# programming language. � e system architecture of the proposed model is 
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Proposed System Architecture

Description of Dataset

NSL-KDD was used as experimental dataset. NSL-KDD dataset is the re� ned version of KDD Cup’99. It 
has all the attributes and features of KDD Cup’99 dataset as well as training and test sets. � e sample version 
of the dataset has 65,535 connection records for training and 65,535 for testing dataset. 60% of the training 
and test sets were used for the experiment.
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Model Design 
� e proposed T-MUNPI was designed as a client-server system, the users’ networks (UNG) as the client and 
the cloud server (CSAE) as the server. 

� e Design of UNG Module
� e UNG is a component of the T-MUNPI installed to guard users’ networks and query the cloud server 
when anomalies are detected on the users’ networks. � e module was designed and simulated using Brute 
Force Pattern Matching Algorithm. A brute force algorithm for string matching problem has two inputs 
to be considered: pattern (a string of m characters to search for), and text (a long string of n characters to 
search in). � e algorithm starts with aligning the pattern at the beginning of the text. � en each character 
of the pattern is compared to the corresponding character, moving from left to right, until all characters are 
found to match, or a mismatch is detected. While the pattern is not found and the text is not yet exhausted, 
the pattern is realigned to one position in the right and compared with the corresponding character, moving 
from left to right. In this study, “the string of m character to search for” is the packets coming into the users’ 
networks which UNG screens for maliciousness. UNG is designed as anomalous intrusion detection. In this 
case it detects any deviation from normal packet patterns and such deviations are usually sent as query to the 
CSAE for con� rmation and investigation. � e “long string of n characters to search in” is the normal packet 
patterns stored as in-built database in UNG. � e in-built database in UNG contains the entire normal 
packet patterns extracted from NSL-KDD dataset used in this study. � e brute force algorithm used in this 
study is presented as follows:

               –6– 

Design of � reat Analysis Engine (TAE) 
TAE is a component of the CSAE that performs analysis and initial investigation of packets suspected to 
be malicious and queried by UNG. � e TAE takes as input, the malicious packet pattern and classify it 
according to the categories of attack classes in NSL-KDD dataset. TAE was designed as signature based 
Intrusion Detection System (IDS) using Arti� cial Neural Network (ANN) approach. � e mathematical 
description of the Multi-layer perceptron (MLP) type of ANN model used for its design is stated as follows: 
� e data attributes described in NSL-KDD dataset were used as input to the MLP model. 
A = ‘duration’    

B =  ‘src_bytes’  
    

AL =   ‘dst_host_srv_rerror_rate output’
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Aout(1), Aout(2), Aout(3),... ... .... ... ..., Aout(k)

Where, 
Aout(1) – Aout(k)  are output de� ned for the MLP model for TAE and k is the number of output speci� ed.
To commence analysis and detection functions, the input data from NSL-KDD must be normalized. � is 
is to remove discrepancies that could result from di� erent data units and data types. � e equation in (1) is 
the standard normalization formula.

To commence analysis and detection functions, the input data from NSL-KDD must be normalized. � is 
is to remove discrepancies that could result from di� erent data units and data types. � e equation in (1) is 
the standard normalization formula.
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Model Performance Evaluation.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed T-MUNPI, two communication approaches were 
considered for its simulation in order to determine a better approach for its implementation. � is was 
considered since the proposed T-MUNPI is made up of user network (UNG) and cloud server (CSAE) 
components which exchange information inform of client-server system. � e two approaches considered are 
Agent (MA) and conventional Remote Method Invocation (RMI) approaches.
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 Mathematical models were formulated based on the metrics: response time of the model to report or query 
suspected malicious packet, bandwidth of the model and fault tolerance of the proposed model in the face 
of failure or severe attack. Two detection scenarios could occur in the experiment: � e � rst is known threat 
detection in which UNG queries the CSAE and appropriate response is immediately sent to the UNG 
that sent the query. � e second detection is the novel threat detection in which CSAE performs initial 
investigation, logs the threat for investigation by security experts and also sends noti� cation to other users’ 
networks about the pending malicious threat being investigated. � e later scenario was considered in this 
study. � e performance metrics model architecture for both MA and RMI are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 
3. Table 1 shows the de� nitions of simulation settings.
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Figure 2: MA Modeling Architecture Components for the � reats Information Sharing Sub-Model
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Table 1: Model Architecture parameter de� nition and Simulation setting
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Response time

Response time in this study is de� ned as the time interval between the time the threat detection module 
(UNG) of the user’s network detects a malicious packet and queries the CSAE (cloud server) to the time 
CSAE sends the result to the UNG that sent the query and also inform other users’ networks. � e system is 
to provide a real-time identi� cation of known threats and prediction of novel threats for analysis by experts 
at the CSAE. � e response time of the proposed T-MUNPI when designed and simulated using MA and 
the RMI approaches are de� ned as follows:

(a) MA Model
From Figure 2 the mathematical model that describes the response time of T-MUNPI using MA model is 
described:
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(b) RMI Model
From Figure 3 the mathematical model that describes this process is as follows:
DESRMI = � e time used by server to inform other networks of newly detected threats      (20)
RRMI = the time interval between when networks detect new threats, report the threats to the central server 
and the central server disseminate the threats information to other networks (LANs) using the proposed 
platform.
 � erefore
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Bandwidth Usage 
� e bandwidth consumption rate of the proposed model when implemented as MA and RMI are as follows: 

(a) MA Model
In the MA model scenario, if the threat detected is novel, the agent arises from the threat detecting UNG 
and migrates to the cloud server, CSAE. � e CSAE agent will then obtain the threat information and move 
round all the user’ networks using UNG in the cyberspace in a single batch to inform them of the imminent 
threat information and return back to the CSAE where it initially migrated. During visitation time, the 
message size is assumed to be size of average packet calculated from the packet size attribute of NSL-KDD 
dataset used in this study (that is, Y = 47936.56 byte). � erefore the agent migrates to the nodes with its 
code size Xag and message size Y and return only with its code size. � erefore, the size for the complete 
journey is 2Xag and number of LANs in the network is N. Hence the total bandwidth usage for the MA 
model is given by
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Fault Tolerance
Fault is a measure of robustness or adaptability of a system to breakdown (Aderounmu, 2001). It is an ability 
of a system to respond to an unexpected hardware of software failure. In the case of this study, it is the ability 
of the system to respond to severe attack. To carry out the fault tolerance of the system, the proposed model 
was simulated as RMI and MA models.  Probability of 0.1 failures was assumed (i.e. for every 10 nodes 
along path of communication, there is likelihood of fault or attack occurring in one (1) out of 10

(a)  RMI model
In the face of fault or network failure as a result of attack in RMI model, the model will not be able to scale. 
� e RMI model will have to wait until the links are up again to continue operation because there is no 
way for the system to adjust dynamically to fault or its link failure. For instance, if a router along the path 
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of a reporting UNG attached to a LAN fails, the query from UNG or reported suspected malicious threat 
information may not get to the CSAE until the router or the failed node comes up again. � at is to say 
that the system will experience delay equal to the node recovery time nRt.. � is will be added to the normal 
response time of the system when there is no failure. When failure of the node occurs, fault tolerance can 
be modelled as follows: 
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 (b) MA Model
In the face of failure or faulty links, the mobile agent can proactively determine alternative route in order to 
connect to the next node so that the destination could be reached. � is can be dynamically achieved using 
shortest path Floyd algorithm. � is will make the response time to be unchanged compared to when there 
is no fault or attack.

Result and Discussion

� e mathematical models formulated for the performance metrics in this study were simulated, the results 
are presented as follow:

Response time
� e response time results in both RMI and MA models were compared against the number of UNG 
reporting suspected malicious threats in a particular time to the CSAE. � e network used as a test bed in 
this simulation can only transmit 2Mb/s. Figure 4 is the simulation result of the model response time, when 
modelled as RMI and MA. � e results showed that MA model performed better than the RMI model. 
� e better performance of MA in term of response time is as a result of lack of multiple connections even 
before exchange of actual data which characterized RMI model approach. For instance in Figure 4 when 
the number of UNGs reporting threats is 45, the response time in RMI approach is 4050.06s and the 
corresponding MA approach generated response time of 2727.06s.
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Bandwidth 
� e bandwidth usage was measured by running the developed simulation program several times. Random 
number generator was used to simulate and generate the number of UNG reporting threats at a particular 
time for both RMI and the MA approaches.  Figure 5 shows the simulation results obtained for bandwidth 
usage versus the number of UNGs generating threat reports in the cyberspace for both RMI and MA 
approaches. For instance, RMI consumed bandwidth (Kb/sec) of 1551360, 40335440, 6205440 and 
9928700 while MA used bandwidth (kb/sec) of 61440, 159744, 245760 and 393216 when the number of 
UNGs generating threat reports were 5, 13, 20 and 32 for both the two approaches (RMI and MA). � e 
results obtained obviously showed and con� rmed that MA approach performed better than RMI.
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Fault Tolerance  
Fault is unavoidable in any system, but occurrence of fault has to be kept very low in certain critical system 
like the T-MUNPI developed in this research. To measure the fault tolerance of the developed model, the 
response time of the model in both RMI and MA paradigms were measured during fault occurrence. Figure 
6 shows the result. � e better performance of MA paradigm can be connected to more local invocation 
made as against the RMI which relies so much on remote (network) connection throughout any service, 
therefore making it more susceptible to network failure. � e increased response time in RMI is also due to 
the network or node recovery time used in the simulation. 
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Implementation 
� e prototype of the cloud based model for threats management in this study was implemented based on 
MA architecture approach using C# programming language. � is is as a result of better performance of MA 
approach during simulation experiment. � e prototype implementation was demonstrated on a private 
LAN with � ve computer systems. One of the systems was used as server which represents CSAE and the 
remaining four systems on the LAN were assumed to be users’ networks on which UNG was installed. � e 
UNG which is a threats detector (IDS) detected threats challenges sent to it. � e screen shot captured during 
test running of the prototype software of the proposed T-MUNPI are presented: Figure 7 is the screenshot of 
the UNG module interface which is the interface through which user can interact with the software. 

              –15–               –15– 

Figure 7: Screenshot of Client Module

Figure 8 is a screenshot of CSAE module interface which receives suspected malicious novel threats for 
investigation. � rough this module, security alert and threat information generated by the CSAE are sent to 
all UNGs installed on users’ networks for viewing.

Figure 8: A Screenshot of Novel � reat Investigation Interface
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Conclusion 

In this paper a model was proposed with emphasis on shifting threat detection computation to the cloud 
where there is enough computational resources and expertise to mitigate threats. With this method the 
e� ect of constant and new threat signatures information sharing known to consume resources and degrade 
users’ network performance has been addressed.  � e developed model has the potential to greatly enhance 
cyberspace protection and could be used for national cyberspace monitoring. Issues of trust and reputation 
as related to security of information to be shared in the cloud will be investigated in the future work.
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